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Wavelink launches new business DECT wireless handset
KIRK 5020 conceals smart brain in a sleek body
Sydney, 3 August, 2007  Wavelink Communications today announced the addition
of the new KIRK 5020 DECT handset to its portfolio for wireless business
communication. Designed to operate on KIRK’s range of DECT systems which
provide wireless extensions to both traditional and IP voice platforms, the KIRK 5020
is a leap forward in the development of wireless handset design and user interfaces.
Jonathan Ordman, director of Wavelink said, “The KIRK DECT 5020 has been
designed based on studies of handset user interaction during typical jobrelated
activities. For example, office staff require an easytocarry handset which can
distinguish between external and internal calls by ring tone and nurses asked for an
easytooperate messaging interface with the ability to easily change personal
preferences. The KIRK 5020 satisfies all of these requirements and creates an
experience similar to using a mobile phone.”
The KIRK 5020 weighs only 110g, contains a lithiumion battery with an extra long
battery life of 20 hours talk time and 200 hours standby time. The handset also has a
customisable menu making navigation easy.
“Despite its elegant looks, the KIRK 5020 handset is robust and the long life battery
will cover several shifts,” said Ordman. “We envisage the 5020 quickly becoming the
handset of choice for managers and administrators who spend the majority of their
time in office areas, complementing the KIRK 4020, 4040 and 4080 industrial
handsets which are designed for use in harsher environments.”
Additional features of the KIRK 5020 include:
·

8 line colour display with intuitive navigation

·

250 entries in the phone book with 4 numbers per entry

·

storage capability for 72character text messages

·

ability to integrate with business messaging applications

·

handsfree loudspeaker

·

vibrating ringer

·

headset jack
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About Wavelink
Wavelink Communications (www.wavelink.com.au) specialises in the supply,
marketing and support of a range of leading edge digital wireless voice and
messaging solutions. Wavelink distributes a range of products from SpectraLink,
Blick Communications (UK), KIRK telecom A/S (Denmark) and Globestar (Canada).
About KIRK telecom
KIRK telecom, recently acquired by Polycom, is a well established and leading player
on the market for professional wireless onsite adjunct communication solutions.
KIRK telecom offers a range of technologies to meet enterprise wireless
communication needs with products sold both under the KIRK brand as well as being
incorporated into OEM solutions.
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